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ABSTRACT. Sea surface temperature (SST) simulation for the 1970-2007 period and its projection up to 2035 
was carried out with the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) for the Colombian Caribbean Sea (CCS) 

and the Colombian Pacific Basin (CPB). Spatial bias using the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere 
Data Sets (ICOADS) and Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) for 1982-2007 

shows an adequate representation of surface characteristics in both marine study regions, especially on the CPB. 
The 1970-2007 period's deviation measures reveal a good fit between ICOADS data and simulated SST. The 

spatial distribution of linear multi-annual regression (ICOADS 1970-2007) evidences a similar positive trend in 

both regions (0.01ºC yr-1). Differences in the spatial distribution of trends between the two regions (ROMS 
2008-2035) prescribe that general warming of CCS will be less (0.01ºC yr-1) than that of CPB (0.02ºC yr-1). The 

average SST trend in waters close to continental and insular coastal stations of CCS and CPB obtained from 
ICOADS (1970-2015) are 0.016 and 0.013°C yr-1, respectively. The average trend in the same stations obtained 

from the projection using ROMS (2008-2035) is 0.025°C yr-1 for CCS and 0.015°C yr-1 for CPB. The SST 
projection for 2008-2035 in the CCS shows the highest SST increase slope in waters near Punta Gallinas and in 

the CPB it is evidenced in waters near Malpelo Island. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The coastal zones are one of the sectors most vulnerable 

to global warming, for this reason, it is vital to know as 

much as possible about the changes in oceanographic 

parameters that may be affected by different elements 

in the future. According to the Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change (IPCC 2014), almost 50% of the 

observed increment in the sea level (SL) rises due to 

thermal expansion. Moreover, by the end of the 21st 

century, the increase in average air temperature (Ta) 

compared to 1850 will probably exceed 1.5°C, and the 

oceans will experience continuous heating due to their 

high storage capacity and energy transport. 

In addition to being influenced by these global 

processes, the coasts of both the Colombian Caribbean 

Sea (CCS) and the Colombian Pacific Basin (CPB) 

(Fig. 1) are affected by regional and local processes  
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(Forsbergh 1969, Stevenson 1970, CCCP 2002, 
Andrade 2015, Maldonado et al. 2016, Trojer 2017, 

Ricaurte-Villota & Bastidas-Salamanca 2017, among 
others), which have their repercussions as regards the 
variability of thermohaline and dynamic charac-
teristics. The extensive maritime territory of Colombia, 
of which the Caribbean represents 28.5% and the 
Pacific 16.4% of its total (CCO 2015), brings its heat 

and humidity to the climate variability of the inner land 
(Eslava 1993), meaning that any change in the 
characteristics of CCS or CPB waters, be it in the short, 
medium, or long term, would directly affect both the 
climate of Colombia and its inhabitants. 

Complex spatial and temporal features characterize 
the climate of Colombian marine regions due to the 
interaction of regional and basin-scale atmospheric 
systems, combined with local effects caused by the sea-

land boundary. One of these atmospheric systems is the 
Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) that moves from  
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Figure 1. Study areas and selected stations. CCS: Colombian Caribbean Sea, CPB: Colombian Pacific Basin, PG: Punta 

Gallinas, PB: Portete Bay, TP: Tayrona Park, RI: Rosario Island, PI: Providencia Island, SB: Solano Bay, BP: Buenaventura 

Port, GI: Gorgona Island, TPo: Tumaco Port, MI: Malpelo Island. The location of study areas is delimited in a black box. 

Simulation domains are delimited in red boxes. 

 

 

approximately 10°N in June-September to 2-5°N in 

December-March (Strub et al. 1998), as shown 

schematically in Figure 2a, positioning itself in the 

northern hemisphere in the annual average (Donohoe et 

al. 2013). Among the ITCZ, there are two low-level 

jets, one easterly over the Caribbean (CLLJ) around 10-

12°N (Magaña et al. 1999), and the other, the Choco 

Low-Level Jet (ChLLJ), westerly at ~5°N over the 

Pacific (Poveda & Mesa 2000). 

The circulation in the CCS (Fig. 2b) is dominated 

by the Caribbean Current (CC), which flows north-

westward through the study area from the east 

(Andrade 2015). Over the Mosquitos Gulf is located the 

Colombia-Panama Gyre (CPG), which flows counter-

clockwise (Andrade et al. 2003), enclosing warm 

waters in the southwest of the Caribbean Sea (Pareja et 

al. 2013). From this part of the region, the Panama 

Colombia Counter Current (PCCC) flows easterly 

along the Colombian coast clockwise (Andrade et al. 

2003). The PCCC carries warm waters forming a 

mixing zone when approaching the Magdalena River's 

mouth around 78°W (Pareja et al. 2013). Over the CPB, 

the Colombian Current (CoC) flows to the north next to 

Colombia's coast (Wooster 1959). When CoC is weak, 
it forms the eastern limb (Rodríguez-Rubio et al. 2003), 

called Panama Bight Cyclonic Gyre (PBCG). In the 

south sector of the CPB, the North Equatorial 

Countercurrent (NECC) flows southeastward (Kessler 

2006), almost reaching the coast of Colombia (Villegas 

& Malikov 2006). The South Equatorial Current (SEC) 

originated as a combination of equatorial upwelling, 

mixing, and advection from the NECC and Peru coastal 

upwelling (Kessler 2006) carries cold waters to the 

southwest sector of the CPB (Villegas & Malikov 
2006). 

The schematic drawing of the sectors in which the 
study regions are divided based on its surface 
thermohaline characteristics' homogeneity is shown 
(Fig. 3). The sectors in Figure 3a were defined by 
Rodriguez et al. (2010) from a spatial and temporal 
analysis of multiyear (1971-2000) surface atmospheric 
(Ta and relative humidity, RH) and oceanic (sea surface 
temperature, SST and sea surface salinity, SSS) data for 
the CCS. The sectors in Figure 3b are the result of 
cluster analysis of multiyear (1971-2000) SST, SSS, 
and sea surface density anomaly (SSDA) data carried 
out by Villegas & Malikov (2009) for the CPB. Figure 
3a shows on the left the Caribbean Warm Pool (CWP), 
the Caribbean Cold Pool (CCP), and the La Guajira 
Upwelling system (LGU), sectors which are mentioned 
and studied in Ruiz-Ochoa et al. (2012), Rueda-Roa & 
Muller-Karger (2013), Andrade (2015), and others. The 
homogeneous zones for CPB, which are shown in 
Figure 3b on the right, are known as Cold Coastal 
Surface Water (CCSW), Warm Coastal Surface Water 
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of a) atmospheric features and b) currents over the Colombian Caribbean Sea and the 

Colombian Pacific Basin. ITCZ: Intertropical Convergence Zone, CLLJ: Caribbean Low-Level Jet, ChLLJ: Choco Low-

Level Jet, CC: Caribbean Current, CPG: Colombia-Panama Gyre, PCCC: Panama Colombia Counter Current, CoC: 

Colombian Current, PBCG: Panama Bight Cyclonic Gyre, NECC: North Equatorial Countercurrent, SEC: South Equatorial 

Current. 

 

 

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of homogeneous zones over the study areas. a) Colombian Caribbean Sea. CWP: Caribbean 
Warm Pool, CCP: Caribbean Cold Pool, LGU: La Guajira Upwelling, b) Colombian Pacific Basin. CCSW: Cold Coastal 

Surface Water, WCSW: Warm Coastal Surface Water, SMW: Surface Mixing Water, CSW: Colombian Surface Water, 

TSW: Tropical Surface Water, ESW: Equatorial Surface Water. 

 

 

(WCSW), Surface Mixing Water (SMW), Colombian 

Surface Water (CSW), Tropical Surface Water (TSW), 

and Equatorial Surface Water (ESW). These have been 

the basis for studies in Malikov et al. (2010), Malikov 

& Villegas (2010), Díaz et al. (2011), Navia et al. 

(2015), and others. 

Numerous authors have written about the evidence 

of global warming in atmospheric and hydroclimatic 

characteristics of the continental area of Colombia, but 

very few mention Colombia's maritime regions. It is 

also only fair to say that, because research on global 

warming requires long-term time series, it is necessary 

to have both real and simulated information over these 

regions. The use of numerical models makes it possible 

to simulate projections over several years, visualizing 

both trends and possible global warming effects. In 

order to include the effect of anthropogenic factors in 
the simulations, the IPCC (2014) proposed representing 

global annual emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) in 

equivalent carbon dioxide terms called Representative 
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Concentration Pathways (RCPs). Considering different 

RCPs (2.6, 4.5, 6.0 and 8.5 W m-2), it is possible to 

compare observed data with simulated information and 

understand changes in oscillations and regimes in the 

past and future climate variables. Given the importance 

of increasing our knowledge about climate change and 

climate variability in Colombia, the present article 

seeks to show the SST representation and its trend to 

2035 identified from the numerical experiment 

conducted with the Regional Ocean Modeling System 

(ROMS) considering RCP4.5. Since this is a global 

warming scenario that might well be perceived in the 

coming years (IPCC 2014), information relating to SST 

trends could be useful to the country in the not too 

distant future and represent the basis for contingency 

plans aimed at promptly alerting at-risk populations, 

mitigating adverse effects, and adapting to new 

conditions. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The study regions are in the northern part of the South 

American continent. CCS is located between 7°00'-
18°00'N and 70°00'-84°00'W and the CPB between 

1°30'-9°00'N and 77°40'-86°00'W. Figure 1 presents 

the selected geographical points (stations), from which 
we analyze the SST of nearby waters. These stations 

were selected because of their location in coastal 
sectors vulnerable to global warming, either due to their 

proximity to human settlements or natural parks (DNP 

2012). Therefore, the results and SST trends are shown 
for waters situated near Colombia's important geogra-

phic sectors. The stations selected for CCS and its 
coordinates are: Punta Gallinas (PG: 71º40'00"W-

12º27'28"N), Portete Bay (PB: 72º00'21"W-12º16'48"N), 
Tayrona Park (TP: 74º11'00"W-11º18'00"N), Rosario 

Island (RI: 75º45'00"W-10º10'30"N) and Providencia 

Island (PI: 81º22'29"W, 3º20'56"N). The stations 
selected for CPB and its coordinates are: Solano Bay 

(SB: 77º24'14"W, 06º13'27"N), Buenaventura Port (BP: 
77º01'36"W, 03º52'38"N), Gorgona Island (GI: 

78º10'00"W, 02º58'00"N), Tumaco Port (TPo: 

78º45'53"W, 01º48'24"N), and Malpelo Island (MI: 
81º35'29"W, 03º58'36"N) (Fig. 1). 

Sea surface temperature (SST) simulation 

The modeled SST comes from the thermohaline and 

dynamic simulation of the Colombian marine regions 

performed with ROMS, an ocean circulation model 

designed to simulate regional systems dynamics in a 

numerical code developed by Rutgers University. The 
model solves the primitive equations of the system in 

rotation with a free surface, potential temperature, 

salinity, and the equation of state, based on the 

Boussinesq approximation and the hydrostatic vertical 

momentum balance satisfying the 3D continuity 

equation for an incompressible fluid (Shchepetkin & 

McWilliams 2009). We have carried out four indepen-

dent simulations: two for the CCS and another two for 

the CPB, both for the 1970-2007 and 2008-2035 

periods. The domains of each simulation are seen in 

Figure 1. The CCS domain is a 1554 km longitude by 

1221 km latitude with a spatial resolution of 10 km 

(~0.1º), and for CPB is a 955 km longitude by 833 km 

latitude with a resolution of 12 km (~0.11º). The 

number of grid points in the horizontal plane is 

155×122 for the CCS and 80×69 for the CPB. In the 

vertical, both domains have 24 terrain-following levels 

using the s-coordinate system. The simulations were 

performed with a temporal resolution of 1000 and 900 
seconds for CSC and CPB respectively. 

At the open boundaries (north, east in the CCS, and 

south, west in the CPB), a combination of outward 

advection and radiation and flow adaptive nudging 

toward prescribed external conditions (Marchesiello et 

al. 2001) was used. This approach allows the long-term 

stable integration of regional ocean models. The 

external conditions are the monthly mean data provided 

from the Modular Ocean Model (MOM4.1) for the 

1970-2007 simulation period and the Max Planck 

Institute (MPI) Ocean Model (MPIOM) for the 2008-

2035 period run with RCP4.5. Non-slip condition is 

applied at the coastal boundaries. A quadratic drag is 

applied to the bottom friction with a drag coefficient of 

0.0026. Harmonic horizontal mixing along isopycnal 

surfaces is applied to the tracers, and biharmonic 

horizontal mixing along constant sigma surfaces is 

applied to the momentum. Advection of momentum 

uses the upwind third-order scheme in the horizontal 

and the centered fourth-order scheme in the vertical 

(Shchepetkin & McWilliams 2005). K-profile turbu-

lence closure (Large et al. 1994) is used for vertical 

mixing.  

Initial salinity and temperature for the reference 

period 1970-2007 are set as the climatology from the 

World Ocean Atlas 2013 version 2 (WOA13v2, 

Locarnini et al. 2013, Zweng et al. 2013) and the 

velocity and sea surface height fields from the MOM4.1 

(0.25×0.25° horizontal resolution), after its interpo-

lation onto the model grid. The initial conditions for the 

2008-2035 period are the climatological values derived 

from the MPIOM (0.45×0.42° horizontal resolution) 

performed for the RCP4.5, after interpolating tempe-

rature, salinity, velocities, and sea surface height fields 

onto the model grid. At the surface, the historical run is 
forced with six-hourly atmospheric fields from the 

Reanalysis NCEP/NCAR, which horizontal resolution 

is ~1.875×1.875° (Kalnay et al. 1996, Kistler et al. 
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2001). The future run (2008-2035 period) is forced with 

atmospheric fields from the regional climate model 

RegCM4.1 (0.45×0.42° horizontal resolution) 

performed with the RCP4.5 (Giorgi et al. 2012). 

Surface heat and momentum fluxes are determined 

through the ROMS bulk-flux option. For both 

simulation periods (1970-2007 and 2008-2035) 

constant river flows were incorporated (Atrato, 

Magdalena, Sinú for CCS and San Juan, Patía, Mira 

rivers for CPB), which were obtained from the 

Colombian Instituto de Hidrología, Meteorología y 

Estudios Ambientales (IDEAM 2016). The bathymetry 

was extracted from ETOPO2 (Smith & Sandwell 

1997). The model grid, forcing, initial and boundary 

conditions were built using the ROMSTOOLS package 

developed by the Institut de Recherche pour le 
Développement (IRD) (Penven et al. 2008). 

According to the analysis carried out in Villegas et 

al. (2013), it was concluded that the information most 

suitable to be used as boundary conditions for the 

simulation of CCS and CPB is the thermohaline and 

dynamic monthly fields resulting from MOM4.1. The 

MOM4.1 model reproduces global ocean information 

through the numerical representation of the primitive 

hydrostatic equations, and it has been mainly designed 

as a tool for studying the ocean climate system, but it is 

also used in regional and coastal applications (Griffies 
2009).  

For the 2008-2035 period, we required oceanic and 

atmospheric results of models to visualize a medium-

term future represented in scenario RCP4.5. Therefore, 

we used as initial and boundary conditions the 

thermohaline and dynamic fields obtained from the 

MPIOM (Marsland et al. 2003), and for the atmos-

pheric forcing, we used the results from the regional 

climate model RegCM4.1, taking into consideration the 

RCP4.5. The MPIOM is an ocean Global Circulation 

Model (GCM) that is part of the MPI Earth System 

Model (MPI-ESM) based on primitive equations with 

the representation of thermodynamic processes capable 

of simulating the oceanic circulation from small scales 

to gyre scales in response to atmospheric forcing fields 

(Wetzel et al. 2010). The MPIOM has been forced with 

the atmospheric GCM developed by the MPI from the 

sixth generation European Center Hamburg Model 

(ECHAM6), which is also part of the MPI-ESM 

(Roeckner et al. 2003, Jungclaus et al. 2013, Stevens et 

al. 2013), known as ECHAM6/MPIOM. RegCM4.1 is 

a hydrostatic version of the Mesoscale Model version 5 

(MM5) of the State University of Pennsylvania, which 

was developed and run by the International Center for 
Theoretical Physics (ICTP) under the Coordinated 

Regional Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX, Giorgi 

et al. 2012), where our two study regions are located. 

The configuration, as indicated in Fuentes-Franco et al. 

(2015), includes an enhanced version of the radiative-

transfer scheme (Kiehl et al. 1996), the resolvable 

precipitation scheme (Pal et al. 2000), Emanuel's 

convection scheme (Emanuel 1991) together with the 

Community Land Model (CLM) version 3.5 land 

surface scheme (Oleson et al. 2008), driven by the 

Hadley Center Global Environment Model (HadGEM). 

Daily results of SL and 24 depth ocean levels of U-

V components, temperature, and salinity were obtained 

for the 1970-2007 and 2008-2035 periods. From these 

results, the present document shows the modeled SST. 

The reference period is compared spatially with 

observational data detecting sectors with bias. For 

geographic points selected because of their importance 

to Colombia, located in waters near continental and 

insular coasts, deviation measures are shown compa-

ring SST time series. Both spatially and temporally, we 

show SST trends for the 1970-2007 and 2008-2035 

periods. 

Deviation measurements and trends 

The spatial comparison using ICOADS (Slutz et al. 

1985), OSTIA (Donlon et al. 2012), and SST ROMS 

data was carried out even though there is a difference 

in the spatial resolution between them. While the 

ICOADS spatial resolution is 1×1° and OSTIA 1/20° 

(~6×6 km), the results in ROMS have a spatial 

resolution of 10 km (~0.1º) for the CCS and 12 km 

(~0.11º) for the CPB. Therefore, we had performed an 

interpolation with the Kriging method (Paulson & 

Ragkousis 2015), allowing the comparison between 

ICOADS, OSTIA, and SST ROMS data. Since OSTIA 

data is available from 1982, the bias between ROMS 

results, ICOADS, and OSTIA data was obtained from 

the multiyear SST average for the period 1982-2007:  

BIAS = 
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑀𝑖

𝑛
i=1 −

1

𝑛
∑ 𝑂𝑖

𝑛
i=1 = 𝑀𝑖𝑂𝑖, 

where 𝑀𝑖  is the i-th modeled value and 𝑂𝑖 is the i-th 

observed value.  

We extracted from ICOADS and OSTIA the SST 

information closest to the coordinates of the geographic 

points of interest. In order to make up for missing data 

in the time series, the corresponding base climatology's 

were calculated with which values were replaced in 

1961-1990 and 1981-2010 reference periods, a 

suggestion first put forward and explained in Xue et al. 

(2003) and Lindsey (2013). The average, minimum, 

and maximum values and the SST amplitude of the 

resulting series from ROMS were compared with the 

SST series from ICOADS and OSTIA for the insular 

and continental coastal stations selected in both regions 

for the 1982-2007 period. Also, for these stations, the 
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comparison took place in a longer time series (1970-

2007 period) with ICOADS, calculating model 
deviation measures, such as model efficiency: 

ME = 1 −
∑ (𝑂𝑖−𝑀𝑖)2𝑛

i=1

∑ (𝑂𝑖−𝑂)
2𝑛

i=1

, 

where 𝑂 is the arithmetic mean of observed values; 

coefficient of model determination      CMD = 
∑ (𝑂𝑖−𝑂)

2𝑛
i=1

∑ (𝑀𝑖−𝑂)
2𝑛

i=1

 

mean absolute error                       MAE = 
 1

𝑛
∑ |𝑂𝑖 − 𝑀𝑖|𝑛

i=1   

and error coefficient                              EC = 
(

∑ |𝑂𝑖−𝑀𝑖|𝑛
i=1

𝑛
)

𝑂
 

Several authors (Willmot et al. 1985, Legates & 

Mccabe 1999, Tedeschi 2006) have successfully used 

these metrics to compare modeled and observed time 

series in fields such as hydrometeorology and 

climatology, and an exhaustive explanation of the 

usefulness of these metrics can be found in JWGFVR 

(2009), Wilks (2011), and Jolliffe & Stephenson 
(2012). 

To visualize SST trends in the recent past and to 

2035, the multi-annual linear regression estimated in 

both regions (significant for 95% confidence level) was 

spatially plotted. The multi-annual time series from the 

simulation were plotted overlapping with the ICOADS 

multiyear time series for the selected insular and 

continental coast stations, each with their respective 
trends.  

RESULTS 

Comparing results and identifying trends  

The spatial bias calculated for the 1982-2007 period in 

the CCS between the simulated ROMS and ICOADS 

data is shown in Figure 4a and those between ROMS 

and OSTIA in Figure 4b. The dotted lines in Figure 4 

correspond to the isocontours: -1ºC (white), -0.05ºC 

(blue), 0ºC (black), 0.05ºC (red) and 1ºC (silver). Solid 

lines correspond to the color bar, which limits are 

minimum -1.8ºC, maximum 1.7ºC, and the contour 

interval is 0.05ºC. The minimum bias with ICOADS is 

-1.2ºC, located in the northeast of the CCS at 73ºW. The 

maximum bias with ICOADS is 0.52ºC, located on the 

Panamanian coast around 78ºW. The biases with 

OSTIA vary between -1.8ºC in Maracaibo Lake and 

0.4ºC in the southeast of the study region. Positive 

values show that ROMS simulated a higher SST than 

those registered by ICOADS and OSTIA data, 

especially in sectors close to the Panamanian coast 
between 79ºW and 8-10ºN. High biases also emerge in 

a sector where there is a permanently low SST, 

calculated with the high-resolution OSTIA satellite 

database, in the well-known LGU. Other positive biases 

with OSTIA data in Figure 4b mark a large area that 

crosses the study region parallel to the Colombian 
Caribbean coast between latitudes 15 and 18ºN. 

In contrast, the biases presented by ICOADS in this 

sector are negative, and they extend in the CCS central 

part. Negative biases show that ROMS calculated lower 

values than those registered by ICOADS in that area. 
The region located beyond 81ºW (Fig. 4a) between 11 

and 15ºN coincides with the sector of negative biases 

situated beyond 80ºW (Fig. 4b) in the same latitudes. 

SST results obtained with ROMS for CPB are better 

than those obtained for CCS, which are revealed by 

lower spatial bias values than the latter (Fig. 5). The 

dotted lines, color bar limits, and intervals in Figure 5 
are the same as in Figure 4. The CPB bias calculated 

with ICOADS data (Fig. 5a) presents values between -

0.6ºC in the Colombian Pacific coast at 3ºN and 0.1ºC 

at 80º30'W-5ºN. Biases calculated with OSTIA data 

(Fig. 5b) vary between -0.75ºC located simultaneously 
in ICOADS biases and 0.25ºC at 80ºW-6ºN. High 

positive bias shows the overestimation of SST in the 

ROMS results (Fig. 5a, bias with ICOADS), 

highlighted close to the limit between CSW and SMW, 

where the mixing surface water occurs, around the 
longitudes 80º30'-81º30'W and the latitude 5ºN. 

Another high positive bias is shown in the sector 

between 5.5-7.5ºN and 85ºW. In Figure 5b (bias with 

OSTIA), these areas expand their dimensions, 
especially the first one, which continues towards the 

Panama coast. Negative biases are found practically 

throughout the region (Figs. 5a-b). The lowest is found 

in coastal sectors where the Mira, Patía, and San Juan 

rivers' mouths are found and towards the Chocó coast 
between 5º30'-6º30'N. Figure 5a remarks the negative 

bias also presented in Figure 5b in the southwest sector. 

Comparing SST characteristics as mean, minimum, 
maximum, and amplitude between ICOADS, ROMS, 

and OSTIA series 1982-2007 (Table 1), it can be seen 

that the series are quite similar to each other. The SST 

series simulated by ROMS showed less variability, 
obtaining lower SST amplitudes than the ICOADS and 

OSTIA. This was expected because the ROMS results 

represent the response to global and regional forcing, 

but not to local ones, so modeled SST series are more 

smoothed than observed SST series.  

Table 2 presents the deviation measures between the 

1970-2007 period SST series simulated with ROMS 

and those of ICOADS, obtained from waters closest to 
the coastal and insular geographic points of interest for 

Colombia. According to Medina-Peralta et al. (2010), 
when ME = 1, it can be said that the model fits the data 

well. Table 1 shows that the ME deviation measure-
ment presented a good fit between the simulated SST 
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Figure 4. Colombian Caribbean Sea. Bias for the 1982-2007 period between SST (ºC) simulated with Regional Ocean 

Modeling System (ROMS) and SST (ºC) data from a) International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Sets 
(ICOADS) and b) Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA). Color bar limits: min. -1.8ºC, max. 

1.7ºC. Contour interval 0.05ºC. Dotted lines are white -1ºC, blue -0.05ºC, black 0ºC, red 0.05ºC, and silver 1ºC.  

 

 

Figure 5. Colombian Pacific Basin. Bias for the 1982-2007 period between SST (ºC) simulated with Regional Ocean 

Modeling System (ROMS) and SST (ºC) data from a) International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Sets 

(ICOADS) and b) Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA). Color bar limits: min. -1.8ºC, max. 

1.7ºC. Contour interval 0.05ºC. Dotted lines are white -1ºC, blue -0.05ºC, black 0ºC, red 0.05ºC, and silver 1ºC.  

 
 

with ROMS and the ICOADS SST for all selected 

stations with values greater than 0.81, except for PI and 

PB, which presented values 0.7 and 0.68, respectively. 
The proportion of the total variance of the observed 

values explained by the modeled data can be obtained 

with the CMD measure (Loague & Green 1991), which 

states that the closer it is to 1, the better are the results 

provided by the model, if CMD > 1 is an indicator of 
underestimation and if CMD < 1 of overestimation. In 

this case, RI presented the best results, together with 

GI, with a CMD equal to 1, but overestimated stations 

such as PB and PG stand out. 

MAE represents the average absolute difference 

between observed and modeled values, meaning that 

the closer it is to zero, the less error the modeled data 

present concerning the observed ones (Mayer & Butler 

1993). PB stands out for having the highest MAE 

between the two regions series, while the others present 

values around 0.1, showing that the ROMS results are 

acceptable (Table 2). The fit of the model to the 

observed data is also described with EC, a relatively 

average measure of the absolute differences between 

observed and modeled values expressed as the 

proportion of the observed values mean (Medina- 
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Table 1. Sea surface temperature (SST, °C) mean, minimum (Min.), maximum (Max.), and amplitude in International 

Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Sets (ICOADS), Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS), and Operational Sea 

Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) series 1982-2007 at insular and continental coastal stations of 

Colombian Caribbean Sea and Colombian Pacific Basin. PG: Punta Gallinas, PB: Portete Bay, TP: Tayrona Park, RI: 

Rosario Island, PI: Providencia Island, SB: Solano Bay, BP: Buenaventura Port, GI: Gorgona Island, TPo: Tumaco Port, 

MI: Malpelo Island. 

 

Series / Basic statistics 
Colombian Caribbean Sea   Colombian Pacific Basin  

PG PB TP RI PI  SB BP GI TPo MI 

ICOADS SST (ºC) 

Mean 26.96 27.03 27.55 27.55 27.85  27.40 27.26 27.02 26.98 27.15 

Min. 26.32 26.43 26.91 27.23 27.04  26.47 26.2 26.41 26.26 26.29 

Max. 27.95 28.22 28.33 28.53 28.66  28.60 28.15 27.92 28.08 28.45 

Amplitude 01.63 01.79 01.42 01.30 01.62  02.13 01.95 01.51 01.82 02.16 

ROMS SST (ºC) 

Mean 26.92 26.97 27.45 27.85 27.95  27.40 27.30 27.06 26.97 27.09 

Min. 26.37 26.27 26.95 27.23 27.1  26.66 26.56 26.45 26.26 26.46 

Max. 27.75 27.76 28.14 28.43 28.7  28.44 28.15 27.99 27.91 28.19 

Amplitude 01.38 01.49 01.19 01.20 001.60  01.78 01.59 01.54 01.65 01.73 

OSTIA SST (ºC) 

Mean 26.29 26.12 27.25 28.56 27.87  27.6 27.69 27.36 27.03 26.99 

Min. 25.68 25.51 26.81 27.98 27.37  26.78 26.89 26.64 26.44 26.40 

Max. 27.20 27.06 27.96 29.21 28.46  28.70 28.95 28.47 27.97 28.27 

Amplitude 01.52 01.55 01.15 01.23 01.09  01.92 02.06 01.83 01.53 01.87 

 

Table 2. Deviation measures of sea surface temperature (SST, ºC) between Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) and 

International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Sets (ICOADS) at insular and continental coastal stations of the 
Colombian Caribbean Sea and Colombian Pacific Basin for the 1970-2007 period. PG: Punta Gallinas, PB: Portete Bay, 

TP: Tayrona Park, RI: Rosario Island, PI: Providencia Island, SB: Solano Bay, BP: Buenaventura Port, GI: Gorgona Island, 

TPo: Tumaco Port, MI: Malpelo Island, ME: model efficiency, CMD: coefficient of model determination, MAE: mean 

absolute error, EC: error coefficient. 

 

Deviation measures 
Colombian Caribbean Sea   Colombian Pacific Basin  

PG PB TP RI PI  SB BP GI TPo MI 

ME 0.82 0.68 0.81 0.85 0.7  0.85 0.88 0.81 0.85 0.88 

CMD 1.6 1.7 1.5 1.0 0.9  1.1 1.1 1.0 1.2 1.3 

MAE (ºC) 0.14 0.20 0.15 0.11 0.14  0.14 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.15 

EC 0.005 0.008 0.005 0.004 0.005  0.005 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.006 

 

 

Peralta et al. 2010). Therefore, the model is better 
adjusted to the observed data if EC is close to 0, which 
was appreciated in the selected insular and continental 
coast stations, obtaining a higher EC in PB. 

SST trends  

The linear multi-annual SST trend for the 1970-2007 
period with ICOADS data in the CCS and CPB is 
shown (Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively). The dotted lines 
in Figure 6 correspond to the isocontours: 0°C yr-1 
(white), 0.01°C yr-1 (blue), 0.02°C yr-1 (brown) and 
0.03°C yr-1 (red). Solid lines correspond to the color bar 
which limits are min. 0.01°C yr-1, max. 0.04°C yr-1, and 
the contour interval is 0.0015ºC yr-1. The positive trend 
practically covers both regions, and the negative trend 
is confined to specific sectors. In CCS, the minimum 
negative multi-annual linear trend for 1970-2007            
(-0.09°C yr-1) is situated west on the Central American 

coast, between 12-15°N and 81-83°W, and also 
observed in a small sector between 16°30'N and 
73°30'W. The maximum positive trend (0.035°C yr-1) 
is found on the Panamanian coast at 77º30'W (Fig. 6a). 
The minimum negative multi-annual linear trend for 
1970-2007 in the CPB (-0.003ºC yr-1) is located on the 
north of the Colombian Pacific coast at 6-7°N and the 
maximum positive trend (0.033ºC yr-1) at 4º30'N and 
85º30'W (Fig. 6b). Low positive trends (0.01ºC yr-1) are 
found in Central American pacific coast between 8°N 
and 82°W and in Colombian Pacific coast at 1°30' and 
5°N.  

Figures 7a,b show the linear multi-annual SST trend 
for the 2008-2035 period with ROMS data in the CCS 
and CPB, respectively, with dotted lines, solid lines, 
color bar limits, and contour interval as in Figure 6. 
Waters around the coast of Central America (Fig. 7a) 
present a positive trend (~0.016ºC yr-1) showing a  
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Figure 6. The multi-annual linear trend of sea surface temperature (°C yr-1) from International Comprehensive Ocean-

Atmosphere Data Sets (ICOADS) 1970-2007 period. Significant for 95% confidence level. a) Colombian Caribbean Sea, 

b) Colombian Pacific Basin. Color bar limits: min. -0.01°C yr-1, max. 0.04°C yr-1. Contour interval 0.0015ºC yr-1. Dotted 

lines are: white 0°C yr-1, blue 0.01°C yr-1, brown 0.02°C yr-1, red 0.03°C yr-1.  

 

 

Figure 7. The multi-annual linear trend of sea surface temperature (°C yr-1) from Regional Ocean Modeling System 

(ROMS) data 2008-2035 period. Significant for 95% confidence level. a) Colombian Caribbean Sea, b) Colombian Pacific 

Basin. Color bar limits: min. -0.01°C yr-1, max. 0.04°C yr-1. Contour interval 0.0015ºC yr-1. Dotted lines are: white 0°C yr-1, 

blue 0.01°C yr-1, brown 0.02°C yr-1, red 0.03°C yr-1.  

 

 

sector divided into two parts, extending to 16ºN-82ºW 

and the other to 13ºN-81ºW. There is a sector in the 

northwest part of the CCS above 17°N, which extends 

up to 79°W, highlighting positive trend values (0.018ºC 

yr-1). The same values are observed in a territory 

extending from the La Guajira Peninsula towards the 

center of CCS and up to 15°N-79°W. All the Caribbean 
coasts show trends less than 0.01ºC yr-1, which also 

occurs on the Pacific coast (Fig. 7b). There is a contrast 

with nearby positive high-trend waters along the coast 

(0.03ºC yr-1) extending to 0.5º off-shore in the CPB. 

This spatial distribution could represent the homoge-

neous coastal zones CCSW and WCSW, shown in 

Figure 3b. The sector located between 6 and 8ºN 

surrounding Central America (Fig. 7b) presents a 

positive trend that decreases from 0.02 to 0.012ºC yr-1. 

Sectors with high positive trends are northwest 

(0.024ºC yr-1) and southwest (0.027ºC yr-1). From the 
southwest, the values decrease to 0.02ºC yr-1, covering 

the CPB up to 6ºN-79ºW, even reaching the 
Colombian-Panamanian coast.  
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Figure 8. Sea surface temperature series (ºC) from International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Sets (ICOADS) 

(1970-2015) and Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) (2008-2035) at insular and continental coastal stations of the 

Colombian Caribbean Sea. Significant for 95% confidence level. a) Punta Gallinas, b) Portete Bay, c) Tayrona Park, d) 

Rosario Island, e) Providencia Island. ICOADS: solid lines. ROMS: dotted lines.  

 

 

According to ICOADS for 1970-2007, the 

described spatial distribution shows that both regions 

present a similar positive trend (spatial average of 

0.01ºC yr-1) but highlight greater warming in neither 

one of them. On the other hand, ROMS data for the 

2008-2035 period presented differences in the spatial 

distribution of trends between the two regions. 

Likewise, the average spatial trend for CCS (0.01ºC yr-1) 

prescribes that the general warming of CCS will be less 
than that of CPB (0.02ºC yr-1) up to 2035. 

Taking into account a longer observation period 

(1970-2015) and only for continental and insular 

stations on the Colombian coasts, we appreciate that all 

of them present positive trends both with ICOADS data 

(Figs. 8-9, solid lines) and ROMS (Figs. 8-9, dotted 

lines). 

Stations over CCS for the 1970-2015 period show 

that SST tendencies are greater (Fig. 8) than over CPB 

(Fig. 9) with an average trend of 0.016 and 0.013°C yr-1, 

respectively (Table 3). When comparing trends for 

CCS stations between the 1970-2015 period from 

ICOADS (Fig. 8, solid lines) and the 2008-2035 period 

from ROMS (Fig. 8, dotted lines), it is found that the 

average in ROMS (0.025°C yr-1) is greater than in 

ICOADS (0.016°C yr-1). SSTs series simulated for 

CCS by ROMS (2008-2035) shows that the stations 

with the lower positive trend are TP and RI, located 

close to the Magdalena and Sinú rivers' mouths. The 

stations with the greater positive trend are PG and PB, 

showing a strong trend towards high SST values in 

waters close to the La Guajira Peninsula by the end of 
2035. 

According to ICOADS in CPB for 1970-2015, the 

station with the lowest increasing positive slope was 

SB, and with the highest was MI (Table 3). The average 

trend increase in the CPB stations is 0.013°C yr-1 with 

ICOADS and 0.015°C yr-1 according to ROMS 2008-

2035 period. SSTs series simulated for CPB by ROMS 

(2008-2035) shows that the station with a lower 

positive trend is BP, located in the San Juan River's 

mouth. According to ROMS, the station with the 

highest increasing positive slope is MI, located in the 

middle of the CPB. It means that by the end of 2035, 

these waters could show a strong trend towards high 
SST values. 

Decade trends were calculated to determine diffe-

rences in SST trends at the stations during the 

observation periods. Table 4 shows that with ICOADS 

data, the CCS stations present a slight SST increase in 

1970-1979 (0.02°C decade-1 in PG and 0.12°C decade-1 

in PB). Decreasing trends are observed in the 80s, 

except for BP (0.14°C decade-1). In the 1990s, CCS  
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Figure 9. Sea surface temperature series (ºC) from International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Sets (ICOADS) 

(1970-2015) and Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) (2008-2035) at insular and continental coastal stations of the 

Colombian Pacific Basin. Significant for 95% confidence level. a) Solano Bay, b) Buenaventura Port, c) Gorgona Island, 

d) Tumaco Port, e) Malpelo Island. ICOADS: solid lines. ROMS: dotted lines. 

 

 

stations showed a sharp increase in SST, with PG and 

PB standing out (0.69 and 0.37°C decade-1, respec-

tively). In the following decade (2000-2009), the trend 

increase continued although less intensity, especially in 

TP (0.04°C decade-1). Table 5 shows that in 1970-1979, 

the SST trends for the CPB stations, according to 

ICOADS, are negative. In the 80s, only BP and GI 

trends in the CPB increased (0.18 and 0.15°C decade-1, 

respectively). In the 90s, trends in SB and GI decreased, 

but in MI (0.31°C decade-1), TPo (0.18°C decade-1), 

and BP (0.04°C decade-1) stations increased. In the 

2000-2009 decade, the stations with positive SST 

trends are MI (0.62°C decade-1), BP (0.54°C decade-1) 

and GI (0.19°C decade-1). The decadal SST trends 

calculated from ROMS for the CCS stations (Table 4) 

present in 2010-2019 positive values only for PG 

(0.36°C decade-1) and PI (0.23°C decade-1). In 2020-

2029 decadal SST trends are positive, with low values 

in TP, RI, and PI. The decadal SST trends calculated 

with ROMS data for the CPB stations (Table 5) show 

positive values except for BP. High values are 

presented in MI, TPo, and GI stations (1.17, 0.57 and 

0.30°C decade-1, respectively). In the 2020-2029 decade, 

all stations present a positive trend with high values 
except TPo.  

Although spatially ROMS evidences higher positive 

trends in the CPB than those of the CCS by 2035, the 

continental and insular coast stations behave 

differently. It was found by reviewing trends in the 

periods 1970-2007 with ICOADS data and 2008-2035 

with ROMS data, as well as by reviewing trends in the 

decades 1970-1979, 1980-1989, 1990-1999, 2000-

2009 (ICOADS) and 2010-2019, 2020-2029 (ROMS). 

This review, carried out only for coastal and insular 

stations, allows us to say that in 2020-2029, the positive 

trend in CPB stations is greater than in CCS, except for 

Tpo, which presents a very low positive trend. By 2035, 

CCS stations evidence a higher positive trend than the 

CPB stations, except for MI, which shows a very high 
trend. 

DISCUSSION 

Comparison between SST simulated with ROMS in 

the recent past and observed data for the CCS 
through deviation measures 

The sectors with lower bias (Fig. 4) are situated where 

the ocean responded to global and regional processes, 

but not to local ones. Atmospheric forcing introduced 

into ROMS allows to simulation in CCS the general 
characteristics identified by Ruiz-Ochoa et al. (2012) 

and Pareja et al. (2013) as CWP and CCP (Fig. 3a) but 

soften the influence of local meteorological and 
continental factors that have been described by Restrepo 
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& Kjerfve (2004), Poveda et al. (2006) and Whyte et al. 

(2008), among others. These factors are the CLLJ and 

the northeast trade winds, which generate the LGU, 

where cold waters were located (Rueda-Roa & Muller-

Karger 2013). Low SST amplitude values obtained in 

the ROMS series (Table 1), especially for PG and PB, 

show that the model failed to reconstruct significant 

SST variations in these stations. They are located to the 

north-east of the La Guajira peninsula, exposed to cold 

fronts (Ortiz-Royero et al. 2013), receiving strong 

winds frequently during El Niño (Bernal et al. 2016), 

which explains the high SST amplitude presented in 

ICOADS and OSTIA series for PG and PB. Sectors 

with higher bias allow us to infer that there is a need to 

improve the response to local phenomena, especially 

around the Panamanian coast in the CCS, where jet 

winds' role is important (Wang 2007). This fact can also 

be appreciated by the different deviation measurement 

values obtained in the PB station compared to the other 

stations (Table 2). PB is situated where variations in 

both SST and SSS are perceived (Rodríguez 2011). 

These variations respond to the atmospheric pressure 

system that generates a change in the wind direction 

towards the north from the coast analyzed by Lonin et 

al. (2010), who concluded that this causes the 

interruption of LGU. Table 2 shows at PB the lowest 

ME value obtained and the highest CMD, MAE, and 

EC coefficients. 

On the other hand, the deviation measures in RI 

showed a perfect fit between the observed and modeled 

series, also reflected in the SST amplitude values' 

similarity (Table 1), maybe since RI is located in the 

central sector of the Caribbean coast. In this sector, the 

distribution of northeast-southwest SSTs parallel to the 

coast (Pareja et al. 2013) represents a continuous 

mixing of two surface water masses: cold water from 

the north-east (LGU) and warm water from the 

southwest of the Caribbean coast (coming from 

Panama). Around RI, the mixing waters (Rodríguez et 

al. 2010) soften SST oscillations which could be 

simulated with ROMS. Figure 4a (bias with ICOADS 

data) shows that the SST located in cold and saline 

waters as well as the SST located in warm and less 

saline waters (Gulf of Darién) known as CCP and 

CWP, respectively (Ricaurte-Villota & Bastidas-

Salamanca 2017), have been well represented in the 

simulation. OSTIA has a high spatial resolution and 

shows the SST of the ocean's surface skin, while 

ICOADS represents data from the oceanic layer's first 

meters, which ROMS reproduces. Both biases with 

ICOADS and OSTIA presented positive values, 

especially at LGU in OSTIA. Although general SST 

patterns have been well simulated with ROMS, local 
characteristics' representation needs to be improved, as 
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Table 4. Decadal trends in sea surface temperatures (SST, °C decade-1) from International Comprehensive Ocean-

Atmosphere Data Sets (ICOADS) and Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) at insular and continental coastal stations 

of the Colombian Caribbean Sea. PG: Punta Gallinas, PB: Portete Bay, TP: Tayrona Park, RI: Rosario Island, PI: 

Providencia Island. Significant for 95% confidence level. 

 

Series SST trends (ºC decade-1) 
Colombian Caribbean Sea  

PG PB TP RI PI 

ICOADS 

1970-1979 0.02 ± 0.05 0.12 ± 0.05 0.07 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.04 -0.07 ± 0.03 

1980-1989 -0.01 ± 0.04 0.14 ± 0.4 -0.35 ± 0.03 -0.19 ± 0.04 -0.70 ± 0.04 

1990-1999 0.69 ± 0.04 0.37 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.04 0.27 ± 0.03 0.02 ± 0.04 

2000-2009 0.41 ± 0.05 0.27 ± 0.06 0.04 ± 0.05 0.13 ± 0.04 0.36 ± 0.02 

ROMS 
2010-2019 0.36 ± 0.03 -0.004 ± 0.05 -0.43 ± 0.04 -0.12 ± 0.04 0.23 ± 0.04 

2020-2029 0.18 ± 0.05 0.20 ± 0.04 0.06 ± 0.05 0.03 ± 0.04 0.06 ± 0.04 

Table 5. Decadal trends in sea surface temperatures (°C decade-1) from International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere 

Data Sets (ICOADS) and Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) at insular and continental coastal stations of 

Colombian Pacific Basin. SB: Solano Bay, BP: Buenaventura Port, GI: Gorgona Island, TPo: Tumaco Port, MI: Malpelo 

Island. Significant for 95% confidence level. 

 

Series SST trends (ºC decade-1) 
Colombian Pacific Basin 

SB BP GI TPo MI 

ICOADS 

1970-1979 -0.19 ± 0.04 -0.13 ± 0.03 -0.23 ± 0.04 -0.45 ± 0.04 -0.20 ± 0.05 

1980-1989 -0.16 ± 0.06  0.18 ± 0.06  0.15 ± 0.05 -0.42 ± 0.07 -0.27 ± 0.07 

1990-1999 -0.06 ± 0.07  0.04 ± 0.06 -0.01 ± 0.05  0.18 ± 0.05  0.31 ± 0.07 

2000-2009 -0.24 ± 0.02  0.54 ± 0.05  0.19 ± 0.02 -0.49 ± 0.04  0.62 ± 0.03 

ROMS 
2010-2019  0.16 ± 0.04 -0.09 ± 0.06  0.30 ± 0.06 0.57 ± 0.05  1.17 ± 0.03 

2020-2029  1.16 ± 0.05  0.74 ± 0.09  1.04 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.05  0.87 ± 0.04 

 

 

in LGU. Turuncoglu et al. (2013) came to this same 
conclusion using the coupling of the atmospheric 
RegCM4 model and the oceanic ROMS model to 
simulate the Caspian Sea for the 1999-2008 period. 
They represented SST, SSS, and currents' general 
characteristics but did not manage to represent the 
upwelling zone's features on the east coast and failed to 
obtain an adequate SL. Likewise, Machu et al. (2015) 
highlight the need to adjust global models to regional 
characteristics analyzing results of the simulation of 
Benguela upwelling with ROMS. 

Comparison between SST simulated with ROMS in 

the recent past and observed data for the CPB 
through deviation measures 

Bias in Figure 5 exposes that the ROMS model has 

done a better job of simulating the characteristic 

distribution of SST in the CPB, giving lower bias 

values than those obtained in CCS. In the CPB central 

sector, it was possible to represent longitudinal coastal 

(CCSW and WCSW), mixed (SMW and CSW) and 

oceanic (TSW) zones (Fig. 3b), resulting from the 
dynamics of turns and currents such as PBCG, CoC and 

NECC (Fig. 2b) (Malikov et al. 2010). Likewise, in the 

CPB, it was possible to distinguish the coastal north-

south SST contrast generated by changes in the 

circulation pattern due to predominant atmospheric 

forcings at a regional scale, such as the northern jet of 

Panama and the ChLLJ (Rodríguez-Rubio et al. 2003, 

Devis-Morales et al. 2008). The constant values of 

rivers introduced into ROMS might cause the bias to be 

negative in some Pacific coast sectors, where the fluvial 

factor is important (CCCP 2002). In this coastal sector, 

the greatest SST amplitude according to observed data 

corresponds to SB (Table 1), located where there are 

large amounts of fluvial discharges (Restrepo 2006) 

influenced by atmospheric processes, such as the 

reversal of winds studied by Poveda & Mesa (2000), 

and Rueda & Poveda (2008). According to ICOADS 

and ROMS (Table 1), the SST amplitude of GI shows 

the lowest variability in the CPB. GI is located where 

oceanic water masses flow with the NECC (Kessler 

2006) and then become the CoC that flows parallel 

north along the Colombian Pacific coast (Villegas & 

Malikov 2006). These waters, represented in GI and 

TPo, form part of the SMW where constant mixing 

waters occur, conserving homogeneous thermohaline 

characteristics, reflected in these stations' SST 

amplitude (Table 1). This sector presents a low negative 

bias (Fig. 5) and shows good deviation measures 
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corresponding to GI and TPo (Table 2). ROMS has well 

represented these cold waters, resulting from the 

upwelling and downwelling cycles generated during 
the ITCZ displacement over the CPB (Díaz et al. 2008). 

The average SST of ICOADS and ROMS in the 

CPB (Table 1) are closer than in CCS. It could be that 

CCS is greatly influenced by local atmospheric and 

hydrographic processes (Lonin et al. 2010, Restrepo et 

al. 2014), generating more differences between the 

observed SST and the series obtained by ROMS. 

Instead, the CPB exchanges its waters with the open 

ocean (Villegas & Malikov 2009) and is influenced by 

global and regional processes (Wallace et al. 1989, 

Zhang et al. 2010, Zheng et al. 2012, Villegas et al. 

2016), which appear to be reflected in the initial, 

boundary and forcing conditions given to ROMS. 

Although these factors allowed achieving better results 

in CPB than in CCS, we have to consider the 

conclusions of Sierra et al. (2018), who evaluated the 

ability to simulate the ChLLJ of coupled and uncoupled 

GCMs included in CMIP5. They found that some of 

these models present biases in ITCZ location over the 

eastern tropical Pacific Ocean. Therefore, the bias that 

GCMs bring when used as initial and border conditions 

influences regional simulations. In this CCS and CPB 

simulation, initial conditions and forcing introduced in 

ROMS brought with them global and regional factors 

making it possible to represent the spatial and temporal 

distribution of SST in both regions. However, it is 

essential to carry out new runs including local 

information to obtain more precise results, to improve 

the capacity to represent the study areas' thermohaline 

and dynamic fields. An improved response to local 

phenomena could be obtained through data assimilation 

and the use of both atmospheric forcing and continental 

boundary conditions with higher resolution. 

SST trends in the Colombian Caribbean Sea (CCS) 
and Colombian Pacific Basin (CPB) 

As previously mentioned, the average spatial trend for 

CCS indicates that by 2035 the overall warming of CCS 

will be less than that of CPB. Whyte et al. (2008) 

analyzed the dependence of Equatorial Pacific warming 

and Tropical Atlantic cooling on the location and 

strengthening or weakening CLLJ.  Looking at Figure 

7a, in the spatial distribution of SST trends in CCS 

(ROMS, 2008-2035), there are two demarcated sectors: 

one of low positive trends on the Central American 

coast, which extends northeast and southwest, and 

another of high positive values around the La Guajira 

Peninsula, which extends northwest reaching the center 

of CCS. Considering the dependence analyzed by 

Whyte et al. (2008), this distribution in CCS could be 

explained by a possible variation in location and CLLJ 

intensity (strengthening or weakening) to 2035, sugges-

ting an SST horizontal gradient increase between the 

two basins, irrespective of which ocean is driving the 

difference. We suggest that atmospheric forcing 

(RegCM4.1 of RCP4.5) introduced into our numerical 

experiments reflects a weak CLLJ, causing positive 

trend values in the sector known as CCP in the CCS 

(Fig. 3a). About the strengthening or weakening of 

CLLJ in the future, there are disagreements. Diro et al. 

(2012) compared multi-annual simulations over the 

Central America CORDEX domain conducted with 

RegCM4 driven by ERA-Interim reanalysis fields. The 

authors found that the CLLJ location is simulated 

reasonably well by 3 model versions, although the 

simulated jet strength is weaker than ERA-Interim 

reanalysis, and it is located slightly too far south, with 

the core around 12°N. A vertical cross-section of zonal 

winds at 75°W revealed that CLLJ is slightly stronger 

in the CLM simulation of RegCM4. Taylor et al. (2013) 

assessed the wind in 925 hPa, where the core of CLLJ 

is located, and found strengthening of winds based on 

PRECIS projections for A2 and B2 scenarios toward 

the end of the century. Fuentes-Franco et al. (2015) 

compared observed atmospheric data with different 

RegCM4 configurations for the control period of the 

1970-2100 projection for RCP8.5 scenarios. One of 

those, called Em+CLM, is the configuration of 

atmospheric forcing used in the present work (but for 

RCP4.5). The second configuration, called Gr+BATS, 

used the scheme of Grell (1993) for convection and the 

Biosphere-Atmosphere Transfer Scheme (BATS) of 

Dickinson et al. (1993) for land surface processes. The 

authors found that Em+CLM configuration showed 

patterns more in line with observed precipitation (Pr) 

and a future change in interannual variability of Pr 

towards a much greater occurrence of very dry seasons 

over Southern Mexico and Central America. Greater 

warming of the Tropical Northeastern Pacific (TNP) 

compared to the Tropical North Atlantic (TNA), which 

causes stronger wind fluxes from the TNA to the TNP 

through CLLJ, was identified as the main process 

responsible for these drier conditions. However, 

Imbach et al. (2018) mentioned that the wind in 925 

hPa, where the CLLJ core is located, weakens during 

the entire year in projections for the 2021-2050 period 

from Eta RegCM, driven by HadGEM2-ES simulations 

of RCP4.5 scenarios. 

Positive trends with the highest value in CCS are 

seen not only in the CCP (Fig. 7a) and also in waters 

corresponding to LGU, which might indicate that by 

2035, as was pointed by Imbach et al. (2018), a CLLJ 

weakening could be expected, contributing to the 

increase in SST of the upwelling sector. According to 

Wang (2007), when the North Atlantic Subtropical 
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High (NASH) is strong and extends westward, the 

easterly CLLJ is strengthened, resulting in an SST 

decrease in the CLLJ area and in the western TNA. 

When NASH is weak, this pattern is reversed, and thus 

it can be suggested that a weakening of NASH will 

prevail in the near future. Whyte et al. (2008) suggest 

that, under the El Niño scenario (which is not discussed 

in this paper), the strong winds zone extends further 

northward and deeper into the southwestern Caribbean 

basin. These assessments point to the Caribbean 

dynamic structure complexity, making it essential for 

local factors to be taken into account alongside regional 

and global ones to accurately understand the area and 
model. 

In CPB (Fig. 7b), excluding negative trends 

observed in the small coastal areas characterized by 

marked rivers influx from the Andes (Restrepo 2006), 

positive trends are found throughout the region. Higher 

positive trends are in 1) the WCSW zone (Malikov et 

al. 2010), 2) south of the CPB where oceanic waters 

(ESW) arrive as part of the NECC (Chaigneau et al. 

2006), and 3) in upwelling areas observed all year 

round (Villegas et al. 2016) named CCSW. Biasutti et 

al. (2012), when comparing simulations between North 

American Regional Climate Change Program 

(NARCCAP) and IPCC AR4 projections, pointed that 

future climate will resemble an El Niño event, implying 

weakening of tropical atmospheric circulation in 

response to warming. This resembles ROMS obtained 

in the present work about positive trends up to 2035 

throughout CPB. On the other hand, the El Niño event 

leads to CLLJ strengthening (Whyte et al. 2008), which 
does not agree with ROMS results for CCS. 

Regarding data used as forcing and boundary 

conditions, Fuentes-Franco et al. (2015) found that 

mean SST change (2070-2099 minus 1976-2005) 

exhibits greater SST warming over the Pacific that over 

the TNA in both HadGEM and MPI models. Sierra et 

al. (2018) assessed the potential of CMIP5 models to 

simulate the ChLLJ and found biases in the 

representation of ChLLJ and ITCZ location, affecting 

the regional ocean's good fit models. Among the 

evaluated models are MPI-ESM and HadGEM, which 

were classified as the "best". In our experiment (2008-

2035 for CPB), the southwest sector was the most 

affected in the simulation, since although it is related to 

the cold tongue that reaches CPB, ROMS 

representation suggests a warming of that sector which 

could be due not only to atmospheric forcing that 

suggests future scenarios similar to El Niño event but 

also to boundary conditions. The present results 
confirm that the continuous improvement in the 

representation of atmospheric local circulation particu-

larities and understanding the region's dynamic is one 

of the key points for obtaining better simulation in 

regional ocean models. 

SST trends in continental and insular coastal waters 
over CCS and CPB 

Differences in SST trends between PG, PB, and TP are 

appreciated (Fig. 8, Table 3). Although these stations 

are close to each other in CCS, the eastern zone is 

influenced by stronger winds causing a high turbulence 

level (Rueda-Roa & Muller-Karger 2013), which 

implies differences in SST and differentiation in 

responses to climate change. Therefore, for each 

simulated sector, it is necessary to consider local factors 

that govern the atmospheric and oceanic circulation. 

Carmona & Poveda (2014) found that climatic 

variability in tropical South America can generate 

differentiation in Pr trends in Colombian continental 

region, affecting the SST trends if this data is used as 

atmospheric forcing in an oceanic regional model. The 

differentiation in SST simulation over the CCS can also 

occur because of the coastal topography, where Sierra 

Nevada de Santa Marta (SNSM) marks a great contrast 

in its meteorological behavior. Veloza (2017) this 

author used Ta and Pr of the 1985-2016 period to 

classify the climate of seven cities located along the 

Colombian Caribbean coast, from "San Lorenzo", near 

the SNSM where TP is located, up to "Manaure", 

situated a little further south of PB. Veloza (2017) 

concluded that without the presence of the SNSM, the 

Colombian Caribbean coast's climate would be arider 

and more similar to the climate of La Guajira Peninsula, 

meaning that the coastal topography is an important 

factor that must be taken into account in the 

atmospheric circulation interposed in a regional ocean 

model for the CCS. Analyzing the possible factors that 

may contribute to SST underestimation in LGU 

simulation, Lonin et al. (2010) also mention that clouds 

effects and water vapor are more noticeable in CCS 

coastal areas, where high elevations such as SNSM 

obstruct the trade winds and contribute to topographic 
cloud formation, a factor which influences the SST. 

A very important aspect to consider for trends in 

CPB (Fig. 9, Table 3) is the continuous feedback in 

interrelations between Pr and SST. It is well known that 

variations in Pr and SST's spatial distributions are 

closely connected so that, on average, Pr is higher 

where SST is also higher. In the CPB, low-level 

circulation is dominated by ChLLJ (Poveda et al. 

2014). ChLLJ brings a large amount of moisture toward 

Central America and northern South America. Gallego 

et al. (2019), with an index representative of ChLLJ, 
developed using wind direction data from ICOADS, 

showed that when ChLLJ is weak, the SST in the region 

is warm. It could indicate that in the present 
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experiment, the SST obtained with ROMS for CPB 

appears to be the result of a weak ChLLJ. Since each 

model will always represent the same simulated 

region's characteristics differently, various aspects need 

to be considered when performing a simulation. For 

example, Sierra et al. (2015), evaluating the capacity of 

seven different CMIP5 models to represent seasonal Pr 

and its interannual variability in northern South 

America, pointed that models were better at represen-

ting the Pr distribution over oceans and land during 

summer and autumn, but gave their worst simulations 

during winter and spring. The authors suggest that 

models that best represented the oceanic ITCZ and 

ChLLJ could realistically simulate the main features of 

seasonal Pr patterns over the region, among which 
HadGEM stood out. 

In the CPB's performed simulation with ROMS, two 

factors can be distinguished from the stations' geogra-

phical locations. The SST in waters near SB is 

influenced by an increasing trend of Pr, associated with 

the decrease in strength of ChLLJ. Regarding the MI, 

the SST is influenced by the constant north-south 

migration of ITCZ. The RegCM4 run with RCP4.5 

contains the highest Pr precisely in the Central 

American region (Giorgi et al. 2012), which means that 

these two atmospheric factors are immersed in the 

atmospheric forcing introduced in ROMS up to 2035 

(coming from the RegCM4 run with RCP4.5), which 

influences the resulting SST in the continental and 

insular coastal stations in CPB. Also, Biasutti et al. 

(2012) observed that a strong increase in Pr is projected 

near-the equatorial regions of the eastern Pacific and 

Atlantic, as opposed to a decrease in most of the 

Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico, which will affect future 

SST distributions. The key to improving the CPB 

projection is related to the open boundary information 
introduced rather than the atmospheric forcing. 

As in the CCS, change rates in SST for CPB are 

higher in ROMS data (2008-2035) compared to 

ICOADS (1970-2015), although differences are not as 

marked as in CCS (Figs. 8-9, Table 3). In addition to 

the factors mentioned above, this may be because the 

Caribbean dynamics are highly unstable, as was shown 

by Jouanno et al. (2008) and after Jouanno & 

Sheinbaum (2013). These authors pointed out the 

strong dynamic differences between Colombia, 

Venezuela, and Cayman basins with a numerical study. 

They found that baroclinic eddies located in the Lesser 

Antilles get wider, deeper, and stronger moving 

westward to the Colombian basin. They suggest that 

kinetic energy variability is highest in the Colombia 
and Venezuela basins. Likewise, the study carried out 

by Pérez & Calil (2017) confirms that when modeling 

the oceanic circulation of CCS, great attention should 

be paid to the La Guajira Peninsula and the Lesser 

Antilles since their dynamics are related to energy 

transfer. The transfer of kinetic energy from large to 

small scales is due to submesoscale vorticity filaments 

formed in the interaction of North Brazil Current 
(NBC) rings with the islands. 

The consequence of global warming on the warm 
and cold pools of the ocean, explained by An et al. 

(2012), makes sense for what was observed in the 

distribution of SST in CCS and CPB. Global warming 
initially brings a stronger warming trend over the 

tropical Pacific's warm pool than in the cold SST 
tongue region. As the ocean subsurface temperatures 

increase, the vertical temperature gradient decreases 
cause that surface cooling by upwelling to weaken. 

Consequently, the net thermal damping could decrease, 

causing the cold tongue's heating to exceed, eventually, 
that of the warm pool (An et al. 2012). The effect would 

be valid for CCS and CPB where cold and warm pools 
exist and which has indeed been observed in this 

investigation in LGU. According to IPCC (2014), the 

upper ocean layer located in the average thickness of 75 
m recorded a warming of great intensity, around 

0.011°C yr-1 for the 1971-2010 period on average. The 
global ocean value differs from one geographic sector 

to another, as registered for CCS and CPB, both 
according to ICOADS as projected up to 2035 by 

ROMS, confirming the importance of differentiating 

between regions and taking local processes into account 
when carrying out simulations. Indeed, this study's 

findings, placed alongside comparisons between 
models, suggest that a global or regional climate change 

pattern cannot simply be imposed for local sectors. That 

numerical simulation must go hand in hand with a 
better understanding of teleconnections between ocean-

atmospheric processes of different spatial and temporal 
scales that influence climate and climatic variability in 

a given study area. The results of statistical downs-
caling from CMIP5 data with RCP6.0 presented in 

IDEAM (2017) indicate an average annual SST 

increase in the 2011-2040 period of 0.5°C for CCS and 
0.7°C for CPB, which differs from the present 

investigation, where according to ROMS results for the 
2011-2035 period, the average SST increase for 

Colombia's continental and insular coastal stations 

analyzed in CCS would be 0.43°C and in CPB would 
be 0.31°C. These values differ from IDEAM (2017), 

not only because of the years reviewed and the different 
RCPs but also because different methods were used to 

represent the results, one being based on statistical 
downscaling from a global model, while the present 

investigation is based on numerical modeling with 
ROMS, taking into account regional atmospheric 
forcing from RegCM4.1. Our results show the 

importance of continuing to analyze the ocean-
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atmospheric processes of different scales that interact 

in the study regions and develop new numerical 

experiments as follows: 1) extend the simulation 
domains to capture local dynamic processes, especially 

in the CCS, in order to visualize the influence of rings 
of the NBC on the variability of the Colombia basin 

dynamics, 2) increase the projected runs up to 2100 

with atmospheric forcing and boundary conditions of 
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 to differentiate the global warming 

effect on SST of cold and warm pools in the study 
regions, 3) improve atmospheric forcing to differentiate 

the influence on the SST of the ChLLJ, the CLLJ, the 
ITCZ, and the mesoscale processes that may arise 

between the SNSM and trade winds, and 4) in order to 

achieve an adequate representation of the regional 
climate using coupled and uncoupled simulations 

forced by reanalysis data and global model data, it is 
proposed to execute experiments for the CCS and CPB 

following methodologies similar to those carried out by 

Sitz et al. (2017) and Cabos et al. (2019). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The spatial distribution of SST trends from ICOADS 

(1970-2007) evidenced a similar increase in both the 

CCS and CPB. Although spatially SST simulated with 

ROMS (2008-2035) showed higher positive trends in 

the CPB than those of the CCS, the selected continental 

and insular coastal stations over CCS presented from 

ICOADS (1970-2015) and ROMS simulation (2008-

2035) greater trends compared with those over CPB. 

The stations with greater positive trends up to 2035 are 

PG and PB, located in waters close to the La Guajira 
Peninsula and MI, located in the middle of the CPB. 

For the 1970-2007 period, ROMS allows to 

simulate in CCS general characteristics as CWP and 

CCP, but soften the influence of local meteorological 

and continental factors as CLLJ and the northeast trade 

winds, which generates coastal LGU. The simulation 

was better for CPB, obtaining lower spatial bias values 

than those shown in CCS. It was possible to distinguish 

both the coastal SST north-south contrast generated by 

changes in the northern Panama jet's circulation pattern 

and the ChLLJ, as well as the coastal (CCSW and 

WCSW), mixed (SMW and CSW) and oceanic (TSW) 

zones.  

For the 2008-2035 period, the spatial SST trend 

distribution in the CCS could be the result of a weak 

CLLJ introduced in the model by atmospheric forcing, 

which causes positive trend values in the sector known 

as CCP. The differentiation in SST simulation over the 
CCS can also occur because of the SNSM which marks 

a great contrast in the meteorological behavior and may 

contribute to underestimating the SST in the LGU. We 

must also pay attention to the oceanic circulation in La 

Guajira Peninsula and the Lesser Antilles since this 
dynamic is of great importance in the transfer of energy. 

The distribution of SST trends in the CPB 

simulation for 2008-2035 evidences a SST warming 

due to the continuous feedback in interrelations 

between Pr and SST. In the CPB, low-level circulation 

is dominated by ChLLJ. Although in the present work, 

the atmospheric forcing introduced in ROMS comes 

from results of a regional model which present high Pr 

for the Central American region, the SST obtained for 

CPB seems to be the result of a weak ChLLJ.  

The present results confirm that the continuous 

representation's improvement of the atmospheric local 

circulation particularities and understanding local 

oceanic dynamics is one of the key points for obtaining 

better simulation in regional ocean models. We suggest 

to carry out projections up to 2100 with atmospheric 

forcing and boundary conditions of RCP4.5 and 

RCP8.5 and to use coupled regional climate models to 

explore the global warming effect on SST of cold and 

warm pools in both Colombian marine regions. 
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